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“My Son Hunter” Film Coming in September

YouTube

Conservative news outlet Breitbart
announced on Thursday its initial foray into
film — what it called “scripted
entertainment” — with the pending release
of My Son Hunter. The trailer will be
available to the public next week, and the
film will be available via streaming starting
September 7 at MySonHunter.com.

Directed by Robert Davi (whom many James
Bond fans will remember as the villain Franz
Sanchez in License to Kill), the film,
although fictional, is largely based on
Hunter Biden’s own personal revelation
Beautiful Things, released in April 2021.

The film, according to Breitbart, follows Hunter Biden “as he navigates a tangled web of prostitution,
partying, international business dealings, drugs, sex, Chinese spies, a laptop from Hell, Ukrainian
oligarchs, more sex, more drugs, and, of course, his responsibilities to [his father, Joe Biden].”

Breitbart makes clear that the film is not a documentary, “but it may as well be,” as it is based on
numerous credible sources. Added Breitbart:

My Son Hunter puts the lens squarely on Hunter, his corrupt business dealings, his
relationship with his father, and a lifestyle that would make rock stars jealous.

But through the haze of a crack pipe and above the din of the parties and the outbursts …
somewhere lies the truth.

The film comes with a warning:

This picture contains Sex, Prostitution, Drugs, Cronyism, Money Laundering, More Sex, a
Laptop from Hell, Chinese Spies, Ukrainian ‘Businessmen’, the CCP, the Selling Out of
America, the Big Guy, Corn Pop, More Sex, Additional Drugs, and … Family.

Stills from the movie are themselves nearly R-rated, so viewers should be aware that the film reveals
just how far Hunter Biden has descended into the netherworld of sin and degradation.

The film is likely 1) to be shunned by the mainstream media as it depicts the media’s deliberate coverup
of Hunter’s “laptop from hell” prior to the 2020 presidential election; 2) to be ignored by Democrats
who want to remain inside the bubble of ignorance about the true state of the Biden family and its
connections with America’s No. 1 enemy, China; and 3) to confirm for Republicans what they already
suspected all along.

Breitbart CEO Larry Solov hopes others will see the movie:

Breitbart has always believed freedom flourishes with more voices, not less. As we begin
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distributing films, that belief will be a guiding light.

In 2020, Big Tech colluded with the mainstream media to bury one of the biggest political
scandals to protect their chosen presidential candidate. It was unprecedented and
outrageous.

My Son Hunter is a film they never wanted you to see, which is precisely why Americans
must.
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